
 

 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS   

HEREFORD Models   
 

 

 

1. Take one long side panel and house front panel with pop hole entrance, fit 

corners tightly together ensuring that top of frames are at same level.  Screw 

together with screws already located in side panel. 

2.  Repeat with other long side panel and rear panel of house. Fit run end panel. 

         The screws already fitted to side panel fix into the vertical bars of the end  

         panel. Ensure frame tops are level. 

3       Take axle tube and slide through brackets fitted to underside of house 

         Centralise tube then place one washer followed by one wheel then second 

         washer and secure with split cotter pin into holes at end of tube.  

         Repeat procedure for other side. 

4.  Locate nest box (where applicable) in side panel aperture ensuring that the base 

of the nest box sits tightly on top of the board at bottom of aperture, screw to 

side frames in this position with screws provided in nest box. 

5.  Slide nest box lid into gap between top of nest box and underside of hinge bar 

(ensuring that the nest box lid is positioned with stiffening batten facing down 

into the nest box and toward the house) 

6.  Centralise lid, locate free end of double knuckle hinges onto lid where they 

naturally sit and secure by screwing through the lid above stiffening batten with 

screws provided separately. 

7.      Slide floor tray into position through aperture at rear of house. 

8.  Fixing Roof.   

Locate roof assembly onto house with free end of hinges positioned to the front 

of the frame directly above the mesh vent in house front panel. Centralise and 

secure with screws provided. 

9. Fit run top using locating lugs to run sides. Locate covered run top and fix to 

wired top with hinges and screws provided.  The top will slide away from the 

house to access the pop hole then sliding it further will allow complete removal. 

10. Locate perch(s) in sockets provided. 

11.  Drop in slated floor to covered part of run. 
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